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MOTORING

Peugeot 208

Does your fleet
fit your workforce?
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Don’t just go for the fancy badge. There’s masses of demographic data
available to make sure your employees get the car they need.
by Robin Brown
IMAGINE A CAR advert; for
any brand, for any type of car.
Chances are there are young
people involved, enjoying an
active lifestyle with their friends
or with a young family. Here’s
what I guarantee you won’t see:
old people – or probably anyone
over the age of 40 – yet these are
the people who buy almost all the
cars. It’s almost a truism.
Clearly, the marketing suggests
that manufacturers are keen on
attracting younger consumers but
it makes sense for carmakers to
focus on different demographics.
With an ageing population – and
the silver pound more disposable
– manufacturers should be doing
more to attract these buyers.
Championing value, safety and
practicality in their marketing
could be an easy way to attract
empty nesters and baby-boomers;
and that’s where the easy money
lies for manufacturers.
What’s more, the amount of
young people owning licenses
has dropped sharply over the
decades. With improvements in
public transport, as well as the
rise of disruptive startups like
Uber and Zipcar, there’s not as
much pressure on youngsters
to buy new cars. And that’s
before we even consider whether
younger generations even have
the disposable income to buy
your average new car.
Demographics are increasingly
driving car building: it’s what the
customer wants and needs. It’s
why we’re now seeing Land Rover

making smaller, cheaper cars
aimed at the female market, such
as the Range Rover Evoque; why
Lexus, Audi and Mercedes are
hoovering up sales in the small
family car sector; and why BMW
is building a front-wheel drive
MPV.
Some of these ideas are
anathema to some petrolheads,
but the requirement for smaller,
cheaper, more individual cars
from a fragmented public has
driven manufacturers to look
at different niches, sectors and
markets.
In a buyer landscape
so massively disrupted,
manufacturers must adapt to the
buyers’ demands or die out. Think
higher seating positions, lower
boots lids and rear-hinged doors
like those on the Vauxhall Meriva
– all aimed at being friendlier to
the more mature driver.
Manufacturers don’t always
get it right though. Volvo almost
underwent the equivalent of a
nervous breakdown a few years
ago with its misfiring Naughty
Volvo marketing campaign as
it tried to attract a younger
audience; while Peugeot had it’s
own disaster with DriveSexy.

Both were painful. There’s
often a sense among
manufacturers that they
rail against what their data
is telling them. Marques
that prosper are those
who understand their
customer’s needs.
It’s the same with buying
cars for a fleet. Everyone
may demand a smart
new exec – something
German or British perhaps
– but demographic data may tell
another story: not everyone needs
a big engine, five doors, tight
handling or nice Bavarian badge.
Within the next decade,
the majority of fleet and
business drivers are likely to be
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millennials: 18-40 year olds with a
significant interest in music, new
technology and assorted media.
Tech-savvy and consumptiondriven, they’re the perfect
audience for the new generation
of smart cars.
Should you be weighing up
a fleet renewal, the answers no
longer lie in gadgets and P11D
values but in your own staff’s
data. Though it may be seen as
xxxxxxxxxxxx
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Model: Model: Sport Nav 5dr
Engine: 1.5-litre petrol engine with six-speed manual
Price: £15,995
CO2 emissions: 117g/km
Combined fuel economy: 56mpg
0-60: 8.4 seconds
Annual road tax: £30

To everyone’s astonishment including Mazda’s - the Mazda2
supermini was named World Car
of the Year not so long ago. While
you would find very few people
willing to defend that decision,
the Japanese manufacturer has
efficiently made a number of
well-built, if rather inoffensive,
cars over the last decade. There
are some crackers in there too –
the MX-5 remains one of the very
best cars on the road.
The Mazda2 is a little more
under the radar, yet has much to
commend it. Whether you view
it as engineering or marketing
genius (or both), Mazda
eschewed expensive commonrail diesel, hybrid or electric
technology in favour of simply
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reducing the weight of its cars:
less weight equals less fuel.
The resulting SKYACTIV
technology means better fuel
efficiency and handling – plus,
in this most recent generation,
more interior space. There’s
also more road appeal and
interior quality too. The strong
impression continues behind
the wheel and the turbo-less
petrol has plenty of pull but is
smooth to boot – with a beautiful
manual transmission. The MZD
infotainment system comes with
optional satnav and is well worth
the money.
You’d still be hard pushed
to acclaim it as the best car in
the world, but there’s a lot to
appreciate here if you approach

Model: Active 1.6 Blue HDi
Engine: 1.6-litre diesel
with five-speed manual
Price: £14,645
CO2 emissions: 90g/km
Combined fuel economy: 81mpg
0-60: 13.1 seconds
Annual road tax: Nil

Despite some iffy models over
the last decade, and a widely
held belief that the French
manufacturer has lost a little of
its appeal, Peugeot has built a lot
of impressive cars of late.
And the 208 supermini is no
different: it is Peugeot’s bestselling model and one of the most
popular cars in the UK. Half of its
sales here are fleet, and a rising
proportion – almost two-thirds –
are petrol powered.
You can squeeze over 80 miles
per gallon if you choose diesel,
but it’s always worth considering
whether your annual mileage
really demands the black pump.
The 208 features Active City
Brake- to mitigate low-speed
shunts, smartphone mirroring
and a sharper look that really sets
the Peugeots apart.
Active and Allure specifications
are best for fleets, with a good
balance of economy, practicality
and gadgetry.
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IN THE BLACK
What you need to
know about diesel
engine pollutants
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Model: 1.6 iDTEC
Engine: 1.6-litre diesel with five-speed manual
Price: £20,570
CO2 emissions: 94g/k,
Combined fuel economy: 79mpg
0-60: 10.2 seconds
Annual road tax: Nil

Another manufacturer hit by a lack
of “wow” factor is Honda – and the
situation is not helped by the Japanese
marque’s unclear target market.
While its cars remain a high
watermark in volume sectors in terms
of overall quality, a narrow product
line-up, relatively high prices and
perennial lack of a competitive diesel
range has hurt fleet and UK sales,
despite being assembled in Swindon.
Nevertheless, there are changes
afoot: Honda is set to bring back its
iconic NSX sports car, as well as the
latest generation of the Civic Type
R hot hatch. The latter’s standard
version, selling in the same sector as
the Ford Focus and Volkswagen Golf,
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remains a strong proposition in terms
of build quality, reliability and interior
space.
With its latest update, the Civic
comes with more options and a
new infotainment system called
Honda Connect; it’s the car that fleet
managers might have wished for first
time around. The new system apes a
smartphone interface and is optionally
equipped with a Garmin satnav
system.
There’s also low-speed collision
mitigation and, perhaps most
enticingly, a hefty cut in list price too.
It may not match the best in the
sector for driveability, but equip it
with the efficient and smooth 1.6-litre
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Attention has been slowly but surely
turning towards diesel cars, as European
capitals including London register
worrying levels of particulates in the
atmosphere. The reason is fairly simple:
while diesels are heralded for their
low levels of carbon dioxide – at least
compared to petrol – they emit other
nasties such as particulate matter,
nitrogen and sulphur dioxides. And
that’s bad news for those suffering from
respiratory illnesses, such as asthma.
The question is: having incentivised
the take-up of diesel engines through
attractive tax rates for fleet and
business users in an attempt to reduce
CO2 emissions, will the EU now
legislate to punish diesel drivers?
Not likely; there are vast amounts of
cash tied up in creating more efficient
diesel technology. The improvements
have driven down CO2 emissions and
scrubbed a lot of the nasties in more
advanced catalytic converters. Turbolag has been virtually eliminated and
driving an oil-burner is now as refined
as a petrol vehicle. As such, the car
industry – not to mention the oil
industry – would view that very dimly.
There’s another problem.
Homologation – a posh word for
standardisation – means that all emissions
tests are run in laboratories to ensure a
level playing field. But the figures bear
little resemblance to reality: you will
rarely achieve anything like the official
fuel economy on any car. Some of that
may be due to your driving style but it
will also be down to the fact that official
mileages of up to 95mpg are impossible
in real-world conditions. The EU has
recently realised that not only are its
emissions figures for diesel pollutants
wrong, they’re so wrong that current cars
could never hit modern pollution targets.
This means there’s a very real possibility
that, despite recognising the potential
danger to public health posed by diesel
fumes, emissions targets could increase
rather than decrease before 2020.
Confused? Join the club. My advice
is not to worry if you’re considering
buying a diesel – or even a fleet of
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